EPPC NEWS

Working on behalf of the community
Dear All,

____October 2017____

We start this month with some good news. EPPC has been awarded quality status as part of the
prestigious Local Council Award Scheme; we’re only the 4th Town or Parish Council within Kent to
receive Quality Status and the 1st within Tonbridge and Malling. This achievement recognises that we
achieve good practice in governance, community engagement and council improvement. Moreover,
we’ve demonstrated that we go above and beyond our legal obligations, leading the community and
continuously seeking opportunities to improve and develop. In terms of the future, we’re now reviewing
ways in which we can keep on improving our offering to our community and we welcome input from
residents and partners on this. We’re proud to be at the front line of the government’s localism agenda
and we’re doing as much as we can to deliver services whilst being efficient and cost-effective.
Have you ever wondered how you can get EPPC to look at a local issue or do you have an idea you
think we should consider? We’re keen to hear from anyone who lives or works in East Peckham about
matters that concern them so that we can see if we can help. We realize that we can’t address every
problem and we’re not able to decide planning or licensing matters but if you raise your concerns with
us and if it’s not within our remit we’ll try to get them added to the agenda at TMBC and KCC. At EPPC
we want to engage with as many residents, businesses, groups and organizations that we can and from
as broad a cross section of our community as possible. Alongside this, we’d like to set up a Customer
Panel to provide the opportunity for you to comment on our activities and budget proposals. If you’d like
to participate, please let us know.
We’re working with our maintenance providers to ensure the Churchyards, village centre and playing
fields are kept tidy. The hanging baskets in the village centre whilst still providing a colourful display will
soon be replaced. We remain concerned with overgrown footpaths; however, it’s not us but KCC who
are responsible for their maintenance. If you’ve any queries regarding rights of way, let KCC know by
reporting the fault online at http://webapps.kent.gov.uk/countrysideaccesscams/issues/default.aspx or
by telephoning 0845 345 0210. Similarly, if you notice any highways issues that requires attention to
report it to KCC Highways at http://www.kent.gov.uk/roads-and-travel/report-a-problem.
In September, we welcomed East Peckham United Youth Football Club to our facilities. We wish the
team well for the football season. If you’d like to know more about the team and their fixtures, please
contact the parish office and we’ll put you in contact with James and Karen Griffin who’d be delighted to
hear from you. Home matches in October will take place on 07 October and 28 October. In October,
we’re looking forward to welcoming a new gym club to the Jubilee Hall and hope to announce the arrival
of a kick boxing club shortly. We’re delighted that new clubs are joining us to use the facilities on offer
at the Jubilee Hall but we do have other occupancy space which we would be pleased to offer to groups
and organisations. We want the Jubilee Hall to become a community hub and be a social and
recreational building for the entire village.
We love seeing you all in our office and look forward to your visits. If you’ve an important matter which
you’d like to discuss, it’s probably wise to make an appointment, so we can make sure we’re available
for you. Karen is sometimes at external meetings and not always available, so do ring or email first.
One more thing to mention this month - the Annual Remembrance Parade taking place on 12
November, as the police do not marshal the event, it’s down to us as a community to do so. If you’d like
to volunteer to be one of the marshals, let us know and we’ll pass your details to the Parade Organiser.
Kind regards
Chairman, Councillors & Clerk

FINANCE
Our finances are in good shape and public money is carefully looked after. Our external auditor has
concluded the audit for 2016/2017 and has confirmed that they are satisfied that the information in our
annual return is in accordance with proper practices and that no matter has come to attention giving
cause for concern that relevant legislation and regularity requirements have not been met. Our audited
accounts for the year ended 31 March 2017 together with the Annual Return can be found on our
website, www.eastpeckham-pc.gov.uk.
CUSTOMER PANEL
We’d like to set up a Customer Panel to provide an opportunity for residents to comment on EPPC
activities and budget proposals. If you’d like to participate, please let us know.
COUNCILLORS AREAS
Parish Councillors represent the village collectively but for administrative and Emergency Planning we
have divided the village into areas and an area assigned to each councillor. The areas are:

Hale Street, Bardsley Close, Hale Court, Medway Meadows, Cates Court & Maidstone Road
Smithers Lane, Pattenden Gardens, Hop Bine Close, Smithers Court, Beltring Road,
Branbridges Road & Maidstone Road (A26)
Old Road, Strettitt Gardens, Pinkham & Pinkham Gardens
Addlestead Road, Chidley Cross Road, Caysers Croft & Tonbridge Road
Pound Road, The Old Dairy & Snoll Hatch Road
Orchard Road, The Freehold, Red Roses, Marvillion & Crown Acres (Odds)
Whitebine, Golding & Henham Gardens & Crown Acres (evens)
Fell Mead, Stockenbury, Bramley Road, Pippin Road & Russett Road
Hatches Lane, Bullen Lane, Bells Farm Road, Grove Close & Stanford Lane
Westwood Road, Drage Road, William Luck Close & Cotman Way
Court Lodge, Roydon Hall & Bush Roads, Seven Mile, Martins & Church Lanes
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EAST PECKHAM BUSINESS COMMUNITY
We’d like to see East Peckham have a business forum and would be delighted to hear from you if you’d
like to be involved.
PLEASE USE OUR LOCAL SHOPS – THEY NEED YOUR SUPPORT
Please support our local village shops and businesses – they do need our custom. If we don’t use them
we might lose them. The village shop, pub or post office is often the beating heart of a community so
when one is threatened with closure, we will pull out all the stops to keep it going. This is not about
propping up failing businesses; it’s often about providing temporary financial assistance or putting new
community-run facilities in place, so vital services that people rely on are maintained and every option
explored to keep them running for the benefit of local people. An example of our work in this area is our
campaign to keep the surgery open; you will find more on this issue later in this newsletter.
WOULD YOU LIKE TO SPONSOR A COMMUNITY PROJECT?
There’re many projects you could help. If you’re interested please let us know.
COMMUNITY GRANTS
If your group or organisation would like to apply for a small grant please visit our website where you will
find details of our grants policy and an application form. So far this year we have been able to help the
newly formed East Peckham United Youth Football Club.
ALLOTMENTS
Allotments are provided on land adjacent to the Playing Fields. The annual rents are very reasonable
and we currently have a few vacant plots.
TWINNING
East Peckham is twinned with Chéreng in the Nord de Pas de Calais. Twinning activities are funded by
those taking part and fund-raising with no use of parish funds. For more information on Twinning please
contact Karen Bell by email to admin@eastpeckham-pc.gov.uk.

CHRISTMAS LIGHTS

Plans are already taking shape for the 2017 Christmas Light Switch on which will be happening on 01
December. We’re hoping it will be a fantastic village community event with many village groups having
stalls. We will be providing FREE mulled wine (soft drinks and chocolate for the children), we’ll also be
organising for the event to be attended by Father Christmas and his elves and for there to be a snow
machine and live entertainment.
The cost of the Christmas lights is not cheap but they do provide festive cheer and make our village
centre look inviting and welcoming over the festive period. Although we make a budget of £5,000
available, this does not meet the full costs so we will be hosting some fundraising events. In addition to
2 Quiz Nights there will be a 50/50 Auction, we hope that the proceeds from these events together with
a grant from TMBC and other donations will raise an additional £3,500.
COMMUNITY DEFIBRILATOR
The defibrillator is housed in a secure box attached to the wall of the Jubilee Hall, it’s an intelligent item
of medical equipment which ‘talks’ to the operator and gives easy to follow instructions. SECAmb know
of the location of the defibrillator so when someone dials 999 about a possible heart attack, they can
immediately see if there is a defibrillator near the caller, give them the access code and direct them to it.
FREE - First Aid Training
We are delighted to be able to offer residents and users of the Jubilee Hall FREE defibrillator training.
Please contact the parish office to express an interest or find out more

JUBILEE HALL AND PLAYING FIELDS
We own and run the Jubilee Hall complex comprising of the Playing Fields, Sports Hall and Meeting
Room. The complex hosts many regular activities such as East Peckham United FC, pre-school music,
table tennis, step and bodypump, boot camp, keep fit, badminton, bowls and Zumba, we’re also the
venue for a twice monthly carers group and regular first aid training. We hope to soon welcome a new
gym club and a new kick boxing club. The facilities are perfect for any occasion be it a children’s party,
sports activity or business function. Our latest programme of activities and the contact details for the
activity organisers can be found on our website. Our aim to widen the number of indoor and outdoor
activities on offer and we would be pleased to hear from you if there are any outdoor activities you
would like us to provide or if you would be interested in starting up a new activity.

Children’s Party Packages: We have some fantastic packages, offering hassle free solutions to make
your life easier and your event a great success.
Business Event Solutions: We can offer solutions for business events such as one-to-one
consultations to a classroom or meeting venue. We can provide a great space for training, meetings
and exhibitions.
The playing fields are a beautiful open space, available all year round and free to use by all residents.
We want them to be a safe haven for you to enjoy the peace and quiet and for children to play safely,
families to picnic, joggers to run securely, play rounder’s, kick a football, fly a kite or just a place to sit
and contemplate. We will continue to develop the facilities so that the village; is well equipped with
leisure facilities for everyone.
ANNUAL SAFETY INSPECTION DECLARES OUR OUTDOOR EQUIPMENT GOOD
You can be assured that all of our outdoor equipment is safe to use. We have a full inspection and
maintenance programme in place. In addition to a weekly visual/tactile inspection which enables us to
identify obvious hazards we carry out a quarterly operational inspection and once a year we have an
Annual Inspection carried out by an independent RPII inspector. The Annual Inspection was carried out
in August 2017, and the inspector declared that all areas were in good condition. Two items of
equipment required our immediate attention and these have been taken out of use pending repairs, our
attention was also drawn to some low risk maintenance work and items for us to monitor. You can be
confident that all recommendations made by the inspector have already been acted upon.

FANTASTIC VENUE AVAILABLE IN EAST PECKHAM VILLAGE CENTRE?
The Jubilee Hall has two rooms available, a large
sports hall and a small meeting room. It can
cater for most activities such as sports activities,
children’s parties, book clubs, meetings, group
gatherings
Surrounded by 15 acres of playing fields we offer
very competitive hire rates, a large car park,
FREE WIFI, kitchen, projector and screen
Whatever your activity we look forward to receiving your enquires.
Please email admin@eastpeckham-pc.gov.uk for more information
BLOOMING IN EAST PECKHAM
We’d like to form an East Peckham in Bloom group, it will have our endorsement and comprise of
residents whose aim is to enhance the appearance of the village. The Group’s first step would be to
become a member of ‘Britain in Bloom’ an organisation set up by the Royal Horticultural Society. We’d
also like to encourage residents and retailers to keep their frontages clean and tidy. If you’re a local
business and would like to sponsor this project or make a donation, please let us know. Similarly, we’d
like to hear from you if you’re interested in becoming part of East Peckham in Bloom. We’re looking for
garden enthusiasts, carpenters/DIY’ers, artists or just residents who want to be involved.
LOCAL COUNCIL CHARTER BRANCH
NALC our national association has partnered with more than 60 organisations including the Woodland
Trust to help launch a Charter for Trees, Woods and People. We are registered as a Charter Branch
which sets out how communities and trees can best benefit one another and will serve as a resource
which we can use in support of our efforts to look after the trees in East Peckham. We also have a
special register which you can sign, for each signature we receive; the Woodland Trust will plant a tree.

PLANNING AND TRANSPORTATION COMMITTTEE
The Planning & Transportation Committee aims to represent the views of the community when
consulted on planning applications and to improve transportation issues in East Peckham. The
Committee has recently considered the following planning applications:
TM/17/01696/FL Garage conversion to annexe including replacement of two garage doors with two
windows at 1 Grove Close, Hadlow, Tonbridge
NO OBJECTION
TM/17/01767/FL Installation of Oak gate to front entrance of property at Crowhurst Farmhouse, 39
Bells Farm Road, East Peckham
NO OBJECTION
TM/17/01774/FL CCTV & Light column at foot of existing trash screen at the Coult Stream Dam, Bullen
Lane, East Peckham
NO OBJECTION
TM/17/01788/FL Single Storey rear and side extension at 107 Snoll Hatch Road NO OBJECTION
TM/17/01931/FL Change of use and extension of redundant telephone exchange to provide 3 bedroom
dwelling with parking at Telephone Exchange, Old Road
OBJECTION
TM/17/02000/FL Demolition of conservatories and replacement with extensions and other internal and
external alterations at Laburnham House, 140 Bush Road
NO OBJECTION
TM/17/02350/FL Change existing front window to a bay window at 27 Fell Mead NO OBJECTION
TM/17/02414/FL Two storey side extension at 14 Henham Gardens, East Peckham OBJECTION
TMBC LOCAL PLAN
We have recently been provided with an update on the Local Plan. Whilst a full copy of the presentation
can be found on our website www.eastpeckham-pc.gov.uk, the following are the key issues:
The Way Forward Document: This document summarised the issues and proposed a development
strategy that could meet future needs and deliver wider planning objectives. 1,117 respondents making
2,482 representations have been grouped into key issues and responses and will be taken into
consideration in refining the strategy.
Key issues arising from consultation: Larger development proposals, infrastructure concerns, the
distribution of development, mitigating the impact of new development, green belt extension and
deletions and topic based concerns, e.g. housing, transportation and natural environment
Drafting the local plan: The document is due to be agreed by full Council in February. Once agreed a
second consultation exercise will commence.
Adoption: It is expected that the Local Plan will be adopted during the first half of 2019.
ACES AUTO MALL, 2 HALE STREET, EAST PECKHAM
We have received a number of complaints regarding business operations, predominantly deficient sight
lines and parking in and around the site. The borough council has responded as follows:
• As there are no parking restrictions at this location they cannot take any parking enforcement
action. However, vehicles that are parked as to cause an obstruction of the footway should be
reported to Kent Police as this falls within their remit.
• There are no formal “parking spaces” in the road – it is unrestricted kerb space that is available for
all to use, subject to use, subject to vehicles being legally entitled to use the road.
• If vehicles are being offered for sale from the public highway then there may be offences under the
Clean Neighbourhoods & Environment Act, but this is dealt with by our Waste Services team.

•
•
•

•

Vehicles untaxed or without MOT should be reported to DVLA - https://www.gov.uk/check-vehicletax
Vehicles parked with red & white “trade” license plates also classed as untaxed, and should be
reported to DVLA together with details of the trade license plate number
With regard to the green fencing, the visibility from the “give way” line is compromised but
according to Kent Highways (who hold the remit for highway safety issues) not to an extent that
oncoming vehicles are a danger for drivers emerging with care, and that there remains some
visibility through the fencing.
The owner has been asked to remove the advertising sign at the junction of Medway Meadows

KEBAB/BURGER VAN, POUND ROAD
We have received a number of complaints regarding the kebab/burger van which trades from outside
the Co-op on Pound Road. We have been informed by the borough council that there are no
restrictions from an environmental or planning viewpoint which would restrict business operations. We
are aware that local residents have been inconvenienced and are able to confirm that the borough
council is looking at the implementation of a limited waiting time at this location.
IMPROVEMENTS TO OUR HIGHWAYS – WE NEED YOUR HELP
We have recently asked Kent Highway Services to improve the junction at Bullen Lane with Bush Road
and the exit on Branbridges Road near the Co-op and Petrol Station. Kent Highways responded by
stating that current evidence did not justify any engineering measures and that they will continue to
monitor the safety records at both locations. We don’t think this response goes far enough and would
like to create our own portfolio of evidence. This is where we need your help, if you are unfortunate to
be involved in or witness an accident or a near miss incident we would like you to send details to us,
data we would like includes photographs, dates, times and an explanation of what occurred.
TEMPORARY 30MPH SPEED LIMIT – BULLEN LANE, EAST PECKHAM
For the safety of the public and workforce during works on a gas main, a temporary mandatory speed
limit of 30 miles per hour will be imposed from 25 October 2017 for up to 7 days on Bullen Lane from
Bush Road to “The Long Arm”.
M20 JUNCTIONS 3 TO 5 – SMART MOTORING
In March 2018 work is due to start on the M20 between junction 3 near West Malling and junction 5,
near Aylesford in order to convert this section into a smart motorway. The work will include converting
the hard shoulder into a permanently running lane and introducing variable mandatory speed limits to
help improve traffic flow. The M20 will be affected at various times during the works.
SPEED REDUCTIONS
In response to our request for village wide speed reductions, KCC has advised that all requests are
reviewed and prioritised using an evidence-based approach in order to ascertain if there are any
patterns of personal injury crash records. Having reviewed East Peckham, KCC has concluded that it is
difficult to prioritise East Peckham against a number of sites across the county, where a pattern of
incidents is occurring and therefore at this stage, KCC has no plans to undertake any changes to the
highway in East Peckham.
LITTERING
Litter doesn’t clear itself away. The cost of clearing up litter runs into hundreds of pounds. It’s an
offence to leave litter and a person is guilty of an offence if they throw down, drop or otherwise deposit
and then leave it in a public place. TMBC will respond to complaints and have the power to demand a
person’s name and address in order to issue fixed penalty notices. It’s such a shame that an uncaring
few spoil it for the rest of us. Remember if you want to report a litter issue or fly-tipping, go to TMBC’s
website. To help keep East Peckham beautiful, can we please encourage residents and businesses to
regularly clear up their frontages and collect rubbish along their roads. Let’s keep our village tidy. We’re
aware of a number of residents who regularly collect litter and our thanks go to these unsung heroes what caring citizens you are. If you would like to nominate a special village person, please let us know.

DOG FOULING
We take the issue of dog fouling, particularly in the Playing Fields, very seriously. We cannot overstress
the dangers dog faeces poses – Toxocariasis is found in dog faeces and can cause partial blindness.
It’s a shame that just a few uncaring dog owners spoil things for others. Dog deposits provided it’s
bagged up can be put into any street amenity bin. Please do not use private household bins. If you see
anyone failing to clear up after their dog please contact the Community or Dog Wardens. We’ve a
supply of dog bags which subject to availability are available from the Parish Office. Please be aware
that failing to clear up after your dog is an offence and the Borough Council enforces dog fouling
through the Dogs Fouling of Land Act 1996 which applies to all land within the borough which is in the
open and to which the public have access. If you have a dog fouling complaint obtain as much
information as possible as it will assist the Dog Warden. For a found, lost or straying dog telephone
01732 876181 (also out of hour’s service), for fouling, dangerous dog, a dog on dog attack or anything
else telephone 01732 876147 or Email: dog.warden@tmbc.gov.uk. If a person has been bitten then
please report the incident to the Police on 101
DOG AND LITTER BINS
Complaints regarding overfull dog/litter bins or related issues should be reported to
waste.services@tmbc.gov.uk or using the online forms at www.tmbc.gov.uk. There are 18 dog waste
bins around East Peckham, so specific locations for the ones that may have been missed would assist.
PARKING ON PAVEMENTS
With the problem in the village of inappropriately parked vehicles on pavements, we’ve joined Guide
Dogs for the Blind who are campaigning against pavement parking. It’s being proposed that motorists
should be banned from parking on pavements because the practice forces vulnerable pedestrians to
walk in the road and blocking the pavement is inconsiderate and dangerous. This is a far too common
problem across the county partly because many of our roads were built in the days before motor cars
and partly because of inconsiderate drivers who wish to park as close as possible to where they live. In
areas where there are no parking restrictions the borough councils Civil Enforcement Officers will not be
able to help and the police can only enforce against dangerous parking. If you spot a vehicle wrongly
parked, please call 101 and our PCSO’s will try and attend, contact the owner and get the vehicle
moved on. Whilst the PCSO’s cannot issue tickets they can issue advice notices.
HIGHWAYS
The preferred way to let highways know about faults such as potholes or overgrown vegetation is
through the website www.kent.gov.uk/highwayfaults where details can be uploaded and locations
pinpointed on a map. In the event of an emergency you should call 03000 41 81 81. You might be
interested in the roadworks.org website which gives details of all planned works for the village.
ABANDONED VEHICLES
These can be reported via http://www.tmbc.gov.uk/services/environment-and-planning/abandonedvehicles, this info is contained in TMBC’s Street Monitor Guidance booklet available on our website.
ANTI SOCIAL BEHAVIOUR
If you witness any incidents of anti-social behaviour, anywhere in the village, or know who is involved,
please tell us, our community warden or the police. Anti-Social Behaviour can affect everyone’s quality
of life and should not be tolerated.
PUBLIC RIGHTS OF WAY
KCC is responsible for maintaining public rights of way. Regardless of the growing season most rights
of ways will be cut twice each year. Please report any problems to KCC by telephoning 0845 345 0210
or online at http://webapps.kent.gov.uk/countrysideaccesscams/issues/default.aspx
COMMUNITY EMERGENCY PLANNING
Would you like to help your community in the event of an emergency? We really would like to recruit
more volunteer flood wardens. If you are interested or would like to find out more please let us know.

POLICE
In an emergency, if a crime is in progress or life is in danger, call 999 For non-urgent issues call 101 If
deaf or speech impaired, text „Police „and your message to 60066 For news and advice visit
www.kent.police.uk Follow on Twitter @kent_police or @kentpoliceton Find Kent Police on Facebook.
COMMUNITY WARDEN
Following the departure of Lara Sams earlier this year, Michael Head will be responding to East
Peckham call outs however as he already covers many areas he will be prioritising issues. Michael can
be contacted by email to michael.head@kent.gov.uk or telephone 07811271307.
SATURDAY BULKY REFUSE SERVICE
The Saturday bulky waste service provided by Tonbridge and Malling Borough Council is for the
disposal of household waste, including bulky items. The service can also collect electrical items and
scrap metal for recycling. Please note that the schedule runs on a 4-week cycle. When a month has five
Saturdays, the service is not normally run on the fifth Saturday.
Location:
Pippin Road (Jubilee Hall Car Park)
Dates and Times:

02 October 2017
16 October 2017

23rd September: 08:00 to 09:00
14th October: 10:30 to 11:30
28th October: 08:00 to 09:00
11th November: 10:30 to 11:30
25th November: 08:00 to 09:00
OCTOBER 2017 DATES FOR YOUR DIARY
Planning & Transportation Committee, 7.00 p.m. in the Jubilee Hall
Meeting of the full Parish Council, 7.00 p.m. in the Jubilee Hall

CONTACT DETAILS
Clerk to the Council, Karen Bell, The Parish Office, East Peckham Jubilee Hall, Pippin Road, East
Peckham, TN12 5BT, Telephone/answerphone: 01622 871309, Email: admin@eastpeckham-pc.gov.uk.

EAST PECKHAM BRANCH SURGERY – UPDATE
So that you are regularly informed of the latest developments regarding the future of the surgery we use
our newsletter and website to print and post regular updates. Our August/September newsletter
included our consultation material, some key statistics and some questions we will be asking and
considering. Whilst, this information is available on our website www.eastpeckham-pc.gov.uk, printed
versions are also available from our office. The purpose of our newsletter is therefore to provide new
information as and when it is available and we are pleased to provide the following update.
CONSULTATION EVENT FEEDBACK
Thank you for responding to our consultation and for ‘Letting us know what you think’ we had over 100
feedback forms of which the following is summary of the views expressed:
• Almost all respondents were not in favour of public funds being used to refurbish existing premises.
• Mixed response regarding a new build, whilst some welcomed the idea others want EPPC to
explore the portakabin option
• Few respondents suggested EPPC did nothing.
COSTING: At the time of preparing this newsletter we are awaiting costing information
WHAT DOES THE CCG SAY?
Value for Money – Cost Effectiveness
EPPC ASKED:
We asked for a guarantee that if EPPC invests in providing refurbished or
new premises that the new surgery will operate for a minimum of 10 years
and rental forthcoming, to cover the investment cost for at least 10 years.
CCG RESPONDED:
If WHC commits to providing services for another 10 years, the CCG
will commit to reimburse them for premises costs.
Improving Operating Hours
EPPC ASKED:
So the building is used to its full capacity and in the event that Woodlands
Health Centre is unable to increase opening hours we asked for clarification
on the feasibility on whether other local surgeries who have East Peckham
residents as patients would be able to use the premises as a satellite?
CCG RESPONDED:
This is a decision for WHC and will depend on demand and the degree
to which extended hours are used. The CCG would support WHC.
STP (Sustainable and Transformation Plans)
EPPC ASKED:
Whether or not the surgery could be used in the package for providing
primary community care for our village?
CCG RESPONDED:
We agree and will work to see what additional services could be
delivered
Portakabin
EPPC ASKED:
CCG RESPONDED:

The CCG was asked to confirm the practicalities or otherwise of operating
from a portakabin on a permanent basis.
Neither the present premises or a portakabin would be acceptable as a
permanent solution

